
 
A SPOTTER’S GUIDE TO 

NICKEL PLATE ROAD ex-LE&W CABOOSES 
 

By Ray Breyer 
 
 
The second largest group of wood cabooses on the Nickel Plate after the 1000-series cars was the “class” of 
LE&W cabooses. This group of cars wasn’t really a class per se, but rather just a grouping of cars inherited by 
the NKP after their 1923 takeover of the LE&W.  
 
This group of cabooses has a dizzing array of appearances, with at least three different major body lengths, 
different cupola positions, and multiple numbers of windows. The NKP’s class diagram for these cars is frankly 
a mess, and tells the tale well: 

 
 



 
 
When the NKP’s mechanical Department drew up this spec sheet in 1936, they listed 19 distinctly different car 
body types, with several minor variations among even those! The note “No information” for the 16 cars at the 
bottom of the sheet probably reflects minor variations on the 19 above car styles that they couldn’t fit into any 
sort of tidy chart. 
 
I’ve got photos of 20 different LE&W cabooses. I’ll try to make some sense out of the chart above by grouping 
them into body styles: 
 
1) short body, offset cupola: 

 
NKP 110, 31’2” long, 10’9” high to roof, 14’9” high to cupola roof. 



 
NKP 140, 31’3” long, 10’9” high to roof, 14’9” high to cupola roof. 

 
NKP 141, 31’3” long, 10’9” high to roof, 14’9” high to cupola roof. 

 
NKP 142, 31’3” long, 10’9” high to roof, 14’9” high to cupola roof. 



 
NKP 145, 31’3” long, 10’9” high to roof, 14’9” high to cupola roof. I was going to post the side-on photo I have 
of this caboose, until I noticed the little end window. It doesn’t have one on the other end... 

 
NKP 147, 31’3” long, 10’9” high to roof, 14’9” high to cupola roof. 

 



NKP 143. No “official data”, but car seems to be the same overall measurement as the above cars. 

 
NKP 108. No “official data”, but car seems to be the same overall measurement as the above cars. 
 
 
2) Short body, centered cupola: 

 
NKP 144, 31’3” long, 10’9” high to roof, 14’9” high to cupola roof. 

 
NKP 116, 31’3” long, 10’9” high to roof, 14’9” high to cupola roof. 



 
NKP 112, 31’2” long, 10’10” high to roof, 14’9-1/2” high to cupola roof. 
 
 
3) Long body, centered cupola, two windows per side: 

 
NKP 100, 35’2” long, 10’10” high to roof, 14’10” high to cupola roof. 
 
 
4) Long body, centered cupola, three windows per side: 

 
NKP 99, 35’5” long, 10’11” high to roof, 15’1” high to cupola roof. 



 
NKP 82, no “official data, but dimensions are probably 35’5’ long, 10’10” high to roof, 14’10” high to cupola roof 
(give or take an inch in any dimension). 

 
NKP 68, 35’2” long, 11’1” high to roof, 15’3” high to cupola roof. 
 
 
5) Long body, four windows per side: 

 
NKP 92, no “official data, but dimensions are probably 35’5’ long, 10’10” high to roof, 14’10” high to cupola roof 
(give or take an inch in any dimension). 
Note that this is NOT a 1000-class caboose! (see NKP 1124, below) 



 
 
 
6) Long body, offset cupola, two windows per side: 

 
NKP 56, 35’ long, 11’ high to roof, 14’9” high to cupola roof. This caboose looks nothing like any other LE&W 
car. Having the standard NKP 1000-series type cupola, I suspect that this car was extensively rebuilt after a 
wreck. 
 
So we’ve got six major body styles in a car class of 56 cars (when the class diagram was drawn in 1936), with 
several small differences in window placement among each major body style. I don’t think we’ll be seeing this 
caboose mass-produced in any scale any time soon! 
 
 
MODELING NOTES: 
 
Cabooses are actually pretty simple to scratchbuild (well, compared to a tank car anyway), so that’s the route 
I’m taking with these cabooses (modeling the Peoria Division, I need as many of the LE&W cabooses as the 
1000’s). I’ve got one of the new Division Point cabooses, similar to body style #1. But at $250 a pop, I’ll spend 
my time scratching and bashing the rest. One thing to keep in mind about the new DP cabooses: they 
completely screwed up with their interpretation of the red used before the “High Speed Service” scheme. Look 
at caboose 143, above. That’s a color photo of an in-service NKP caboose, taken in the late 1960s and still in 
the original scheme. Division Point used a dark boxcar red, appropriate for the NKP’s box car fleet, but NOT for 
their cabooses. If you’re looking to buy one of these cabs as a runner (rather than a collectable) get a discount 
due to the incorrect paint. 
 



I was able to make a respectable kitbash of body style #4 by using the Roundhouse wood, three window, offset 
cupola caboose (but they actually work better for the ex-W&LE 826-918 series cabs). Mostly, the kitbash 
involves moving the cupola to the center of the car body, and changing the cupola sides to one window. 

 

 
(OK, it’s a little hard to visualize, but trust me, it CAN be done) 
 
You can use the AMB 1000-series caboose kit to make a very close model of NKP 93. You’ll have to round the 
cupola roof and add different end railings, but it’s otherwise very close. 

 

 
 
With a bunch of work (mostly involving the removal of the C&O details), the body of the Walthers C&O 25’ 
wood caboose can be used to kitbash a body #1 car: 



 

 
The steps and cupola will have to be replaced, and queenposts added, but the body is close to the right 
dimensions, and the windows are located in the right locations (give or take). 
 
Surprisingly, there’s a “toy train” model on the market that’s even more useful for kitbashing into a body #1 car: 
the Model Power 32’ caboose: 

 

 
The model’s actually a Pennsy prototype, but the general lines are pretty close. Unfortunately, it’s almost more 
work than it’s worth. The underframe is horrible, the cupola needs to go (it’s too steeply arched), the trucks 
need to be replaced (ECW makes the correct ones), the smoke stack needs to be replaced and moved, the 
running boards are too thick, and the end railings need to be replaced. But, the caboose is only $8.49 at 
Wathers,  making the assembly of a fleet somewhat attractive.  For a quick kitbash, I’d basically use a 
Roundhouse caboose kit, throw away the body, and use the rest of the parts on the Model Power car body. 
Including new $15 trucks, that brings the new kitbash price to around $34, still MUCH better than brass, and 
much faster than scratchbuilding.  I’ve got a few of these MP cars sitting in my parts bin; I really need to see if 
this can be a worthwhile project... 
 



Regards,  
 
Ray Breyer 
 
 

 
From: David Karkoski 
To: NICKELPLATEROADmodeler@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: RE: [NICKELPLATEROADmodeler] NKP modeler's guide: NKP 46-147, ex-LE&W wood cabooses 
 
Thanks for the review on the LE&W cabooses. 
 
When I saw the picture of the ‘old’ all red paint scheme I immediately thought of my DP models, “their not that 
color of red”.  Looks like they’re off to the paint shop, at least I will not have to prime them!  I interpret the red to 
be a standard caboose red, the same as is applied to the ‘High Speed’ scheme, is that correct?   Who has 
decals for the cabooses (I am sure this has been answered before)?   Also, is there any info available as to 
when the HS paint scheme was applied to the cabs and which might have never have been repainted?  I would 
guess that is as difficult to track as the changes to the H-6’s!    
 
David 
 
Hi David,  
 
The original red isn’t the same as the High Speed scheme’s red, which is more like cherry red when new.  On 
the one AMB caboose that I’ve painted in the old scheme, I used a mix of Polly Scale caboose red and “special 
oxide red” (light boxcar red), with a small amount of black added, until I got a color I liked. Beats me what the 
exact mix was... 
 

 
This is pretty typical caboose red. 

 



This is the HS scheme when new. It’s a bit brighter than the above red. 

 
This is the HS scheme in service. Dirtied, faded, but still pretty brilliant. 

 
This is the only clear color photo of the original caboose color anyone’s been able to find (including Howard 
Ameling; we’ve looked). It’s beaten up and well-weathered, considering the slide was taken in 1967, but it does 
show that the color was a darker red, and nothing like what DP decided to use. I’d almost call the color claret 
or fire engine red. Since color matching isn’t an exact science, I’d say just start mixing paint until you get 
something you think is close to this color. 
 
As for decals, I use whatever I’ve got lying around. I actually prefer the Microscale “minical” set of NKP 
caboose lettering, since it comes with three different styles of script (I haven’t counted all the different styles of 
script applied, but it’s more than five).  But don’t use 143 as a lettering guide; it’s missing a few things. Use this 
photo, or something similar: 



 
 
There weren’t many cabooses that never had the HS scheme applied, but there were a few. Looking through 
my NKP caboose photos, it looks like the following cars were either never repainted, or not repainted until the 
late 1950s: 141, 143, 212, 1009, 1046, 1057, 1104, 1250, 1275, 1382, 1383, 1391. Since the scheme wasn’t 
applied until 1947, I’d think that it took until 1950 for half the cabooses to be repainted, and until 1955 for the 
old scheme to mostly disappear. 
 
Regards,  
 
RAY 
 
 


